Farmers to stem the trade.

of hardcore, underground Western gamers fighting Chinese Gold (WoW). The workers, so-called Chinese Gold Farmers, produce over 500,000 to play online games such as World of Warcraft.

In China there are over 2000 online-gaming workshops employing over 500,000 to play online games such as World of Warcraft (WoW). The workers, so-called Chinese Gold Farmers, produce in-game currency, equipment, and characters that are sold to Western gamers. The Belgrade series depicts WoW screenshots of hardcore, underground Western gamers fighting Chinese Gold Farmers to stem the trade.

UBERMORGEN
userunfriendly
11 October - 16 November 2013

The exhibition is accompanied by a 32pp publication featuring an essay by curator Magda Tytlik-Carver and conversations between UBERMORGEN and Austrian quantum physicist Dr. Tobias Noebauer and between UBERMORGEN and Edward Snowden.

Chapter 5: The Hard Road to Renewal

UBERMORGEN | Exhibition tour userunfriendly
Wednesday 16 October 2013, 6:30pm
Hans Bernhard of UBERMORGEN will lead a tour of their exhibition, userunfriendly. The tour will provide an opportunity to elaborate on themes and ideas surrounding the artists’ practice, and participants are invited to ask questions and discuss the work.
Reserve your place at carrollfletcher.eventbrite.com

UBERMORGEN | In conversation userunfriendly
TBA
Hans Bernhard of UBERMORGEN in conversation with...

Price list available upon request.
Simply hanging monitors on the wall doesn’t seem true to the works approach to showing internet based art within the white cube. Aram Bartholl’s ‘OFFLINE ART exhibition format is a new
curated by Aram Bartholl
2013
Net.Art

2013
Kayla 8-bit Key Ring

We are the control bit of our society, we are legion!’ Anonymous
Each key ring contains a log-file from an UBERMORGEN server, a README.txt file of instructions and a hidden file that is legally
in the grey-zone..

‘After a rather tedious assessement, I have concluded that the legal status of this Key Ring is highly ambiguous. There are clearly illegal aspects of the contained documents. However, there are arguments to justify the proliferation of internal logfiles and top secret intelligence documents,’ Elias Hardy, counsellor-at-law.

DeepHorizon
2010
Aerial images of the 2006 oil rig disaster in the Gulf of Mexico reprocessed as digital oil paintings.

‘32 million liters of oil spilled on an 80,000 square mile ocean canvas. These paintings represent the ’Verkuenstlichung’ of nature and the ’Vernatuerlichung’ of art.’ Hans Bernhard.
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